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1.

Introduction

Semitic word formation has proved particularly contentious over the past several
years with respect to the notion of the 'root' and 'template'. While traditional
grammarians viewed Semitic words as consisting of roots and patterns (involved
in paradigmatic relations), this approach has proved insufficient for certain
kinds of word-formation that appear to require correspondence between words,
such as the relationship between singular nouns and broken plurals (Ratcliffe
1998). In modern approaches to Semitic morphology, we can recognize the
following basic divisions:
(1) a.
b.

Root-and-pattern morphology - a root is associated with a template;
the template coordinates vowel melodies and consonant positions
Word-based morphology - words are formed from independent words;
templates act as constraints or filters on vowel/consonant combinations
or as independent morphemes

The first type represents a morpheme-based theory, and within the generative
autosegmental literature, received a thorough exposition in McCarthy (1979)
and subsequent work. Under this approach, the template is viewed as a separate
morpheme consisting of syllabic (or later moraic) positions to which a root is
mapped (McCarthy 1979, 1981), or as a representation containing vowels or
information on consonant clustering (e.g. Goldenberg 1994). Importantly, the
'root' is recognized as a discontinuous lexical entry distinct from the template
(see Prunet, Béland & Idrissi 2000 for compelling external evidence for the root
in Arabic). This approach has also been adopted for many analyses of Ethiopian
Semitic languages (e.g. Angoujard 1988, Banksira 1997, 2000, Buckley 1990,
Chamora 1997, Prunet 1996a,b, Rose 1997).
The second type of word-formation is recognized for words that are
closely connected to independent words both semantically and phonologically,
such as broken plurals. Broken plurals are clearly related to their singular
counterparts, but not necessarily to other words, such as verbs (Angoujard &

Denais 1989, Hammond 1988, McCarthy & Prince 1990a, Ratcliffe 1998). For
example, the Tigre singular m«skot 'window' corresponds to the plural m«sa:kut
'windows'. Hammond (1988) recognized that since the form of the plural is
dependent on that of the singular, Arabic broken plurals constituted a problem
for the root-and-pattern derivation proposed in McCarthy (1979) in which each
template is independently selected and associated with a root. Although
analyses matching the singular to the plural were proposed using plural
templates (e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1990a), the notion of the 'root' in broken
plural formation was not explicitly rejected in generative literature until
Ratcliffe (1998). Rejection of the root has also been espoused by researchers
such as Bat-El (1994) and Ussishkin (1999), based on Hebrew denominal verbs,
a class of words that also bear properties of corresponding nouns, such as
consonant clustering effects. Since these output-based word formation patterns
can be analyzed with no reference to the root, these analysts have concluded that
the root does not exist as a morphological unit. Heath (1987), Ratcliffe (1997),
Benmamoun (1999) and Ussishkin (2000a,b) have argued that verb formation,
one of the hallmarks of root-based morphology, is word-based rather than rootbased, although they differ on which verb form serves as the base (cf. McCarthy
& Prince 1990b for word-based verbal derivation that still acknowledges the
root). Analysts also differ in their degree of rejection of the root. Theoretical
arguments offered against the root include a desire for theoretical 'simplicity'
(Ratcliffe 1997, 1998) or to emphasize that Semitic languages are 'less exotic
with respect to their morphology' than other languages (Ussishkin 2000a)
Ratcliffe (1998:50) argues that “[s]ince the theory now recognizes that some
derivations must operate on words, it is preferable to assume that derivational
rules are in all cases operations on words. This would imply that
(phonologically possible) words rather than three-consonant roots are the
primitive lexical entries of the Arabic lexicon”.
In this paper, I discuss data from another type of word formation process
in Ethiopian Semitic languages1 that also appears to be word-based rather than
root-based. Ethiopian Semitic verbs have a form of internal reduplication, often
termed the 'frequentative', which appears to be formed by infixing a
'reduplicative syllable' into a regular verb stem. The reduplicative syllable
consists of reduplication of the penultimate stem consonant and a vowel, usually
[a] ([a:] in Tigre, and sometimes [«] in Gurage dialects such as Chaha), as
shown in (2). There is a clear semantic correlation between the frequentative
and the regular form of the verb. Data in this article are drawn from Tigre and
Tigrinya, North Ethio-Semitic languages, and from Harari, Amharic, Chaha
(Gurage) and Muher (Gurage), all South Ethio-Semitic.2
(2)
Amharic
Tigrinya

Regular
l«ww«t’-«
s«b«r-«

Frequentative
l«waww«t’-«
s«bab«r-«

'change'
'break'
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'change constantly'
'break in pieces'

Tigre

saÀan-a:

'load'

saÀa:Àan-a:

'load a little'3

Despite the apparent infixal nature of this word formation, I argue that internal
reduplication is not formed simply via infixation to the corresponding regular
verb (cf. Buckley 1990 for Tigrinya); but neither is there a 'frequentative'
template (cf. Angoujard 1988) to which a root is mapped. Instead, the shape of
the frequentative is dependent on the templatic shape of quadriliteral verbs in
general, and also the root. These superimposed requirements obscure the direct
relationship between the regular verb stem and the frequentative.4 I argue that
the root must be referenced, even in word-based derivation, a conclusion also
reached in Zawaydeh & Davis (1999a,b) for Arabic hypocoristics, although they
refer to an 'output consonantal root'. I also present evidence from South EthioSemitic languages that the root cannot be construed as a 'phonological unit' (cf.
Ratcliffe 1997), but must be an independent morphological entity.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 I discuss the nature of
frequentative formation in various Ethiopian Semitic languages. I present
arguments that the frequentative in Ethiopian Semitic languages cannot be
derived simply by infixation, but neither can it be derived via root and pattern
morphology. In §3 I argue for an alternate approach that combines word-based
morphology with additional templatic constraints as well as crucial reference to
the root.

2.

Previous approaches to the frequentative

In most Ethio-Semitic languages, the frequentative is used to express intensive
or repetitive action, as shown by the following Harari forms. Speakers often give
the qualifier 'a lot' or 'again' when describing the meaning of these verbs:
(3)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Harari
Regular
k«t«f-a
k’«b«l-a
lak’«t’-a
mag«d-a

'chop'
'decrease'
'mix'
'burn surface, annoy, pain'

Frequentative
kitat«f-a
'chop a lot'
k’ibab«l-a 'decrease greatly'
lik’ak’«t’-a 'mix a lot'
migag«d-a 'burn a lot'

However, despite this tendency, there is still a range of meanings that the
frequentative may adopt, often dependent on the meaning of the base verb.
Leslau (1939) describes the semantic value of the frequentative as reiterative,
intensive, augmentative or attenuative, to which one could add distributive. In
Tigre, the meaning is commonly diminutive (Rose to appear). See also Leslau
(1995) for a list of meanings in Amharic.
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Two analyses have been presented in the literature for the formation of
the frequentative: the infixation hypothesis, a word-based derivation, and the
template hypothesis, a root-and-pattern based derivation. In this section I argue
that neither is adequate to capture all the complexities of frequentative
formation.

2.1

Infixation hypothesis

The identification of the reduplicative syllable suggests that the frequentative is
formed by infixation of the syllable -Ca- (where C = consonant) into the regular
verb, the infixation hypothesis. This is the position adopted by Buckley (1990)
for Tigrinya and by (Petros) Banksira (1993, 1997, 2000) for Chaha. While it
appears on the surface to be the most natural approach, it faces several
problems. First, no matter the shape of the original verb, the basic frequentative
has its own specific template; gemination and the vowel pattern of the original
verb are not usually maintained in the frequentative. Ethiopian Semitic verbs are
classified lexically into at least three conjugation patterns, termed Types A, B
and C. These Types have specific characteristics, such as vowel patterns or
gemination of the penultimate consonant, but they are not associated with a
specific semantic connotation. Most Ethio-Semitic languages do not have typical
binyanim like Hebrew or Arabic; causative and passive/reflexive prefixes do
engender internal stem changes. Type C is characterized in all the languages by
a vowel [a] ([a:] in Tigre) between the first two consonants. Type B is
characterized by gemination of the penultimate consonant in all verb forms in
those languages that allow gemination.5 Type A has gemination of the
penultimate consonant in the imperfective in North Ethio-Semitic (Tigre and
Tigrinya), but in the perfective in South Ethio-Semitic. All Types have different
jussive/imperative templatic patterns, ex. Tigre Type A lö-dg«m, Type B löw«llöb, Type C lö-ba:rök. The lack of correspondence between the templatic
shape of regular verbs and the shape of the frequentative is illustrated for Tigre
in (4).
(4)
a.
b.
c.

Tigre
Type A
Type B
Type C

Regular
d«gm-a:
w«ll«b-a:
ba:r«k-a:

Frequentative
d«ga:g«m-a:
w«la:l«b-a:
b«ra:r«k-a:

'tell'
'look both ways'
'bless'

The consonant cluster seen in the 3ms form of Type A verbs in Tigre is not
maintained in the 3ms frequentative. The gemination of Type B is also not
maintained, nor is the [a:] vowel of Type C.
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In Harari and Chaha, the first vowel [«] of regular Type A and B verbs is
replaced with an epenthetic vowel ([i] and [ö] respectively) in the frequentative,
mirroring the pattern of regular quadriliterals, e.g. Harari gil«b«t-a / Chaha
mös«k«r-«-.
(5)

Regular
a.
b.

Harari
Chaha

k«t«f-a
k«t«f-«-

Actual
Frequentative
kitat«f-a
kötat«f-«-

Predicted
Frequentative
*k«tat«f-a 'open'
*k«tat«f-«- 'open'

Amharic jussive forms demonstrate the same basic problem. If the frequentative
were formed by infixing a syllable to the jussive form, we would predict the
incorrect forms in (6) for the jussive. Note that although the Type B verb yöf«lallög with gemination is possible for some speakers, simple insertion cannot
generate the other possible form without gemination:
(6) Amharic
Type A
Type B
Type C

Regular
yö-sb«r
yö-f«llög
yö-bark

Actual
Frequentative
yö-s«babör
yö-f«lalög
yö-b«rarök

Predicted
Frequentative
*yö-sbab«r
'break'
?yö-f«lallög
'want'
?yö-bararök
'bless'

The second argument against straightforward infixation comes from
quadriliteral verbs. The quadriliteral forms the frequentative with reduplication
and [a], producing a verb with five consonants. This is possible in all languages
examined except Chaha.
(7)

Regular
Tigre
d«ng«s’-a:
Tigrinya m«sk«r-«
Muher
sön«zz«r-«-

Actual
Frequentative
d«n«ga:g«s’-a:
m«s«xax«r-«
sönzazz«r-«-

Predicted
Frequentative
*d«nga:g«s’-a:
*m«skax«r-«
*sön«zazz«r-«-

Harari

dinbab«t’a

*din«bab«t’-a

din«b«t’-a

'be scared'
'testify'
'raise arm
to strike'
'be scared'

If the reduplicative syllable were simply infixed into the regular verb, we would
expect the derivation /d«ng«s'-a + Ca:/ --> *d«nga:g«s’a for Tigre (and
Tigrinya), but the actual five-consonant form has an extra vowel [«] intervening
between the second consonant and the reduplicated consonant: d«n«ga:g«s'a:.
Muher and Harari present the opposite problem, favoring a cluster in the actual
frequentative over open syllables. In conclusion, simple infixation of a
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reduplicative syllable into the regular verb cannot accurately capture all the
properties of the frequentative.
2.2

Template hypothesis

If simple infixation to the regular verb stem does not produce the correct output
forms, could the frequentative be characterized by its own template to which the
root is mapped? I dub this the template hypothesis. For example, Angoujard
(1988) proposes a template with the penultimate consonant position marked as a
'copy' position or an infix for Amharic. The root maps to the template and then
the preceding consonant is copied to the copy position. Rose (1992) also
proposes a separate frequentative template to which the root is mapped for
Chaha. Petros (Banksira) & Prunet (1996) in an analysis of special 'local
movement' verbs, propose a single quadriliteral template for Chaha (CCaCC or
CC«CC), intended for all types of quadriradical outputs, including internal
reduplication. The template hypothesis avoids the problems of the infixation
hypothesis, and accounts for why the frequentative template is identical for all
verb Types. However, by relying on a separate template, this analysis misses the
generalization that the position and quality of the vowels is remarkably similar
to those of regular quadriliterals, as shown in (8) for the roots /mskr/ 'testify' and
/sbr/ 'break'.
(8)

Quadriliteral

Frequentative

Tigre
Perfective
Imperfective/jussive

m«sk«r-a:
lö-m«skör

s«ba:b«r-a:
lö-s«ba:bör

Amharic
Perfective
Imperfective
Jussive

m«s«kk«r
yö-m«s«kkör
yö-m«skör

s«babb«r
yö-s«babbör
yö-s«babör

The only difference between the quadriliteral and the frequentative templates is
the presence of the [a] of the reduplicative syllable. In Amharic, gemination
occurs in the perfective and imperfective of both the regular quadriliteral and
the frequentative, but not in the jussive. The perfective forms have a vowel [«]
between the two final consonants, whereas the imperfective and the jussive do
not. Again, apart from the presence of the vowel [a] between the second and
third consonants in the frequentative, and the vowel [«] or no vowel in the
quadriliteral, the forms are identical.6 If the frequentatives had completely
separate templates, their similarities with quadriliterals would be entirely
accidental.
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A second problem with the separate template analysis is that two different
frequentative templates would be necessary to accomodate those frequentatives
formed from triconsonantal forms and those derived from quadriconsonantal
forms, where the subscript indicates identical consonants. Examples are
repeated from Tigre.
(9)

Triconsonantal:
Quadriconsonantal:

C«Cia:Ci«CC«C«Cia:Ci«C-

d«ga:g«m-a:
d«n«ga:g«s’-a:

Finally, in Tigre, the reduplicative syllable may be repeated up to three
times, each repetition conveying further attenuation of the action (Rose to
appear):

(10)

d«gm-a:
d«ga:g«m-a:
d«ga:ga:g«m-a:
d«ga:ga:ga:g«m-a:

'tell, relate'
'tell stories occasionally'
'tell stories very occasionally'
'tell stories infrequently'

Tigre provides striking evidence that the reduplicative syllable is a salient
isolable part of frequentative formation, and not a templatic syllable marked off
with a diacritic as special.

3

Templates and roots in word-based derivation

Neither hypothesis is capable of capturing the range of frequentative properties.
On the one hand, the frequentative should match the vowel quality and
gemination patterns of quadriliterals, since a frequentative form also has at least
four consonants. On the other hand, it must differ from a regular quadriliteral in
the position of the reduplicated consonant and the accompanying [a] vowel,
which form a consistent 'reduplicative syllable'. In order to capture all these
properties, I propose that the frequentative is formed via infixation of a
reduplicative syllable to the regular verb stem, but that the actual surface form is
governed by additional requirements, requiring reference to templatic shapes
and the root. These requirements obscure the overt relationship between the
regular verb and the frequentative:
(11)

i.

Template match
An output form with four/five root segments must conform to a
quadri-/quinqui-consonantal template, matching the position
and nature of the vowels
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ii. Root Realization
All root segments are represented in the output, where possible
The derivation of the frequentative from the basic stem involves associations
between three lexical/morphological entities. The derivation proceeds
according to a word-based infixation mechanism with reduplicative copy.
But, the two requirements in (11) act as constraints on the transfer of
properties from the shape of other verbs with comparable root segments and
the root itself. As the basic stems are derived from the root, this model
assumes that the speaker has access to information about whether the root is
faithfully realized in the basic stem. If any root segments are not faithfully
realized, the speaker can access the original root to recuperate them in the
derivation of the frequentative. This model is shown in (12). The template
match and root realization constraints are shown with dotted lines.

(12)

/dgm/

à

d«gm-a:

à d«ga:g«m-a:

+Ca:

m«sk«r-a:
One might counter that given these requirements, reference to the regular
verb form is unnecessary. However, besides the semantic connection, two
morphophonological pieces of evidence argue in favor of reference to the regular
verb. First, reduplicative verbs such as n«kn«k 'shake in hysterics' have only two
root consonants /nk/, yet the frequentative is n«k«na:n«k- 'shake in hysterics a
little'. If reference were only made to the root, we might expect the frequentative
to be n«ka:k«k- or n«ka:n«k-, which also match the frequentative shape. The
second is actually attested as an alternate possibility for Tigrinya quadriliterals
(Rose 2000), but in Tigre, this corresponds to the intensive form. Second, in
some languages the frequentative optionally incorporates gemination or the
vowel quality that is characteristic of the basic stem. For example, the
frequentative of Type C verbs in Amharic may, for some speakers, have the
vowel [a] in the second position: bar«k« 'bless' corresponds to b«rarr«k« or
bararr«k« (Leslau 1995:456), although the Amharic speakers I consulted prefer
the form with the [«] vowel. The same is true for Tigrinya (Leslau 1941). These
results demonstrate the frequentative's allegiance to the independent regular
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verb. In this manner, it is similar to other cases of derived stems in Semitic
languages
3.1 Template Match
The first requirement in (11) involves a match between the number of segments7
in the output and the shape of the template. If an output form has four segments,
no matter the source of the segments (i.e. root consonants or their reduplicants),
the output must conform to a quadriliteral shape, both in the position and
quality of vowels, and in consonant gemination. In North Ethio-Semitic, the
quadriliteral shape is C«CC«C in the perfective and C«CCöC in the
imperfective/jussive. This templatic requirement overrides the templatic shape
of the regular triconsonantal verb stem.8 Template match holds for any verbs
with four output consonants, including final doubling (13b), total copy (13c) and
the frequentative (13d). The only difference between the other kinds and the
frequentative is the [a] vowel located before the penultimate consonant in the
frequentative, as shown for Tigre:

(13)

Tigre
a. Quadriliteral
b. Final doubling
c. Total copy
hysterics'
d. Frequentative

Root
mskr
s’nf
nk

Perfective
m«sk«ra
s’«nf«fa
n«kn«ka

Imperfective/Jussive
lö-m«skör
'testify, witness'
lö-s’«nföf
'sip'
lö-n«knök
'shake
in

grf

g«ra:r«fa

lö-g«ra:röf

'whip a little'

This suggests that template selection is a function of reduplication and not that
reduplication is a byproduct of template selection, as argued by Prunet & Petros
(1996) for the Gurage dialect Chaha. They argue that if a root selects a 'long
template', a quadriconsonantal template, then reduplication automatically
follows. While this approach is appealing for the final doubling and total copy
cases, it does not naturally extend to the frequentative, which, as I have argued
above, cannot be explanatorily derived through template selection alone.
Instead, I am suggesting that the frequentative makes use of independently
required templates used for other verb forms.9
Some languages allow verbs with five consonants of the shape
C«C«CC«C- i.e. Tigre ðaw«s&w«s&-a:. Most of these verbs involve final
reduplication and are derived from triconsonantal roots. This is a pan-Semitic
pattern, as documented in Unseth (1998). Nevertheless, their conjugation
patterns are systematic and mirror the quadriconsonantal shape with the
addition of an extra C« syllable (Ca if the C is guttural) at the left edge of the
word:
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(14)

Tigre
perfective
imperfective/
jussive

'disappear'
ðaw«s&w«s&-a:
la-ðaw«s&wös&

'grumble'
g«r«mr«m-a:
lö-g«r«mröm

This is the shape used by the quadriliterals to form a frequentative: m«s«ka:k«ra: / lö-m«s«ka:kör and accounts for the existence of the vowel [«] between the
second and third consonants. If the root has four consonants, languages like
Tigrinya and Amharic allow reduplication to be optionally suppressed, and only
the infix [a] to appear: m«sak«r-a, in addition to m«s«kak«r-a. For those who
prefer the quinquiconsonantal template, more emphasis is placed on
reduplication (Rose 2000). For those who select the quadriconsonantal template,
reduplication is suppressed in favor of the shorter, more common template.
There is no room for reduplication within the shorter template without deleting
one of the root consonants. This is essentially a trade-off between reduplication
and conforming to a quadriconsonantal frequentative shape. In each case,
however, the notion of 'frequentative' is adequately expressed.
This mechanism of reference to independently occurring templatic
requirements differs from other approaches to word-based derivation. Ussishkin
(2000a,b) advocates Melodic Overwriting as a mechanism of deriving verbs in
Modern Hebrew (see also Gafos 1998). For example, given a basic perfective
verb gadal 'grow' the intensified gidel is derived by 'overwriting' the vowels of
the base with affixal vowels /i e/, which are assumed to be discontinous
morphemes. The 'root' is epiphenomenal, as it is simply the residue of the base
remaining after overwriting. While this works neatly for Hebrew, in which there
is a one-to-one match between base vowels and affix vowels, the approach faces
problems when confronted with Ethiopian Semitic frequentative data. First, it
alone cannot account for the loss of gemination seen with Type B verbs, ex.
Tigre w«ll«g-a: --> w«lal«g-a:. Second, many of the vowels required to
overwrite base vowels are epenthetic and therefore should not be included in the
lexical entry. For example, in Muher, the Type B verb imperative m«tt’ös 'break
a string' corresponds to the frequentative möt’at’ös. Deriving the frequentative
via melodic overwriting would require overwriting [«] with an epenthetic vowel
[ö]. If prefixes are added, the problem is more acute, as there is no vowel at all
between the first two consonants of the stem: y«-m«tt’ös vs. y«-mt’«t’ös. It is
clear that melodic overwriting is not sufficient to account for the quality and
position of vowels in the frequentative, as the entire templatic shape is
superimposed, not just the vowels.
3.2 Reference to the root
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The consonant which is copied in frequentative reduplication is the penultimate
consonant of the regular verb. In most cases this consonant is also the
penultimate root consonant. However, if the regular verb itself contains
reduplication, in some cases the penultimate is the reduplicative surface
correspondent of the input root consonant. In other cases, the consonant copied
is not the penultimate surface consonant, but the penultimate root consonant.
This occurs with weak roots containing glides, and other opaque verb forms. I
now consider how these verbs pose a problem for frequentative formation unless
the root is referenced. It should be noted that although these verbs are irregular,
their conjugation patterns are entirely systematic.
3.2.1
Weak roots with glides
Medial and final glides usually surface as front vowels or round vowels unless
geminated in North Ethio-Semitic, ex. Tigre dor- 'go around' (root dwr) or
m«tt’e- 'betray' (root mt’y).10 In South Ethio-Semitic, glides may also appear as
palatalization or labialization of neighboring consonants, ex. Muher n«ggy«'dawn' (root ngy). A non-surfacing glide in a regular hollow (glide-medial) verb
will be realized in the frequentative. Consider the following forms from the
Tigre verb /dwr/ 'go around'.
(15)
2ms
3ms
3mp

Perfective
dör-ka
dor-a
dor-«w

Imperfective
tö-d«wör
lö-d«wör
lö-d«wr-o

Jussive
tö-dur
lö-dur
lö-dr-o

The root glide /w/ in the verb dor- shows up as [u], [w], as part of [o], or not at
all.11 The frequentative form is d«wa:w«r-. Under a purely word-based
derivation, it is not clear what stem should serve as the base, as the perfective
stem has two alternants dor- and dör-. Clearly, dor- is preferred as it contains a
clue as to the underlying glide by the presence of the vowel [o]. Yet, it is not
clear how this would be selected. Other 3masc.sg. stems contain less
information about glides than 2masc.sg. stems. For example, when a glide is
final, its vocalic reflex does not show up before vowel-initial suffixes, but does
appear before consonant-initial suffixes: compare 1sg. m«tt’e-ko, vs. 3masc.sg.
m«tt’-a 'betray'. Thus, it would seem that in order to determine the
frequentative shape with no reference to the root, the input base form is
indeterminate and the entire paradigm must be referenced. In contrast,
recognizing the underlying root allows one to bypass this problem due to the
root realization requirement. No matter which stem is selected as the base, the
root glide will surface in the frequentative.
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3.2.2
Opaque verbs in Gurage
A paradigm-based hypothesis fares even worse for a language like Chaha, which
has rather opaque morphophonology (Prunet 1996b). Related languages such as
Muher have gemination of the penultimate consonant in certain conjugations; in
Chaha the penultimate consonant is devoiced instead (Banksira 1997, 2000),
provided the final stem consonant is sonorant, as seen in the following Type A
verbs. The true nature of the root is obscure in the perfective, but can be
discerned from an examination of other verb forms.
(16)
a.
b.
c.

Chaha
Perfective
s«p«r-«b«t«r-«m«k«r-«-

Imperfective
yö-s«Bör
yö-B«dör
yö-m«gör

Jussive
y«-sBör
y«-Bd«r
y«-mg«r

'break'
'precede'
'suppurate'

Devoicing is not carried over to the reduplicated consonant in the frequentative.
Instead, for those verbs which have underlying voiced consonants, the
reduplicated consonant appears as voiced. Recall that the frequentative vowel in
Chaha may be [«] or [a], a lexical choice.
(17)

Chaha
Regular
a. s«p«r-«b. z«k«r-«again and again'

'break'

Frequentative
c. söB«p«r-«'jump'
d.

'shatter'
zög«k«r-«-

'jump

Compelling evidence for reference to the root in the frequentative comes from
Type B verbs such as j&«k«m-«- 'hit', which have a devoiced penultimate
consonant in the perfective, imperfective and jussive. The frequentative provides
the only clue as to the true nature of the underlying root consonant, as devoicing
applies to penultimate root segments, but not the reduplicated consonant.
Compare this verb with the verb s&«k«t-«- 'prepare'.
(18)

Chaha
a.
b.
c.
d.

perfective
imperfective
jussive
frequentative

j&«k«m-«yö-j&«köm
y«-d«köm
j&ög«k«m-«-

s&«k«t-«yö-s&«köt
y«-s«köt
s&ökak«t-«-

The frequentative reveals that j&«k«m-«- has an underlying root consonant /g/,
whereas s&«k«t-«- has an underlying /k/ (or /x/ in Banksira's 1997, 2000
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analysis). With no reference to the root, these forms would be impossible to
predict based on output-based word-formation alone. Of course, with so few
clues as to the underlying root, we might expect this form to level out and for
jök«k«m-«- with a devoiced reduplicative consonant to be attested, and indeed
this is a possible alternate form.
Another example from Chaha is difficult to reconcile without reference to
the root. Consider the following Type B verbs, characterized by a 'front' element
in their initial syllable, either palatalization (19a) or a front vowel (19b). Rose
(1992, 1994) and Banksira (1997, 2000) consider these verbs to be quadriliteral
roots, of the shape CyCC. In the jussive of regular verbs, the front element does
not surface (19c,d). In the frequentative jussive, however, palatalization of the
initial consonant does appear (19c).
(19)

Chaha
a.
b.
c.
d.

Imperfective
yö-j&«göm
yö-met’ös
Jussive
d«göm
m«t’ös

Frequentative Imperfective
yö-j&g«göm
'hit, punch'
yö-mt’«t’ös
'break the rope'
Frequentative Jussive
j&ög«göm
'hit, punch'
möt’«t’ös
'break the rope'

If the frequentative is derived from the corresponding jussive, it is not clear why
palatalization would appear at all in the frequentative in (19c). If, on the other
hand, reference is made purely to the root, we would expect all frequentative
jussives to appear with a front element, producing *met’«t’ös instead of möt’«t’ös
(19d). The vowel pattern of the quadriliteral template wins out over the front
vowel specification, as we saw for other languages with respect to Type B and
Type C verbs. However, there are no restrictions on consonants, and
palatalization freely surfaces in the frequentative jussive (19c), despite its nonappearance in the regular jussive. In order for it to do so, the root must be
referenced.
3.2.3
Weak 'a' roots in South Ethio-Semitic
In South Ethio-Semitic languages, the root is not purely consonantal, but may
consist of a vocoid [a], variably analyzed as an underlying /a/ (Banksira 1997,
2000, Rose 1997) or as an abstract pharyngeal segment (Chamora 1997, Prunet
1996a,b, 1998). This segment represents the historical remnant of guttural
consonants. The rich inventory of four gutturals /? h ð À/ in Tigre and Tigrinya
has been significantly reduced in the South Ethio-Semitic languages. In Chaha,
Muher and Amharic, former guttural consonants in the verbal system are now
represented by [a].
Morphologically, the /a/ functions as a root segment (Prunet 1996a,b,
1998). First, reduplication does not occur to fill out surface biconsonantal stems
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that contain [a], ex. bas«- 'be worse, bad' or b«zza- 'be abundant' in Muher are
not realized as *bas«s- or *b«zzaz-. This requires speakers to recognize the [a]
segment as part of the root (/bas/ and /bza/ respectively), and not a vocalic affix
or part of the template. Contrast these verbs with the Type C verb bazz«z-«- 'feel
gloomy' in Muher, derived from the root /bz/. In this case, the [a] is part of the
Type C conjugation. Second, Prunet (1996a, 1998) shows how root /a/ can be
the target of rounding in the Inor (Gurage) impersonal verb form if it is
centralized to [«] in the paradigm, whereas other non-root [«] cannot be
rounded. The verb as«r«- 'carry on one's back' has the jussive «z«r, where the
first [«] is derived from the root /a/, and the second is part of the vocalic melody
of the conjugation. The impersonal is oz«ri, not *ozori (Prunet 1996a, 1998,
Chamora 1997). Similarly, we find the imperfective/impersonal imperfective
pair yö-d««r / yö-doori 'bless' (root dar) but yö-d«rs / yöd«rSi 'break the edge' not
*yödorSi (root drs). As pointed out by Prunet (1998), these examples underscore
a major problem for analyses such as Ratcliffe (1997) that wish to refer to the
root only as a 'phonological unit'. The root /azr/ does not constitute a clear
phonological entity, being a combination of a vowel and consonants. Yet
speakers must distinguish root [a] from affixal [a].
Furthermore, in order to accurately predict the location of the
reduplicative syllable and which consonant is copied in frequentative
reduplication, recognizing the /a/ as a root segment is essential. If /a/ is the
initial or final root segment, the medial segment is copied, as shown in (19) for
Chaha. Recall that the frequentative vowel may be either [a] or [«] in Western
Gurage dialects. Initial /a/ centralizes to [«] in the frequentative in (20a,b).
(20)

Chaha
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Regular
ag«d«at’«m«n«sa-12
g«faw«ka-

Frequentative
«g«g«d««t’«t’«m«nösasagöf«fawögaka-

'bind, tie'
'entice, coax'
'pick up'
'push'
'pierce'

A purely word-based approach to weak stem reduplication, with no recognition
of the root, would encounter difficulty in identifying the site of the reduplicative
syllable. If inserted before the 'penultimate consonant', reduplication of the
initial consonant is incorrectly predicted, producing *gög«fa- from (18d) g«fa-,
and not the attested göf«fa-. If insertion occurs before the 'final stem syllable',
then one encounters problems with (a) verbs with final clusters, such as
imperfective yö-k«ft 'open' (frequentative yö-kf«ft not *yö-k«k«ft) and (b) verbs
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with final palatalized consonants such as imperfective yö-f«c&’ 'grind flour',
which reduplicates as yö-fc&’«c&’, not *yö-f«f«c&’. With the latter type of verbs,
recognizing the root as containing a glide (in this case /ft’y/) allows one to
pinpoint the accurate location of the reduplicative syllable: before the
penultimate root segment, whether that segment is consonantal or vocalic.
Furthermore, it is crucial that the root is a morphological unit and not a
phonological unit in order to determine infix placement.13 In addition, the same
template match requirement with quadriliteral stems is still imposed despite the
weak or non-surfacing nature of the root segments, e.g. (20d) göf«fa-, with the
tell-tale [ö] of quadriconsonantal stems.
If the medial segment is /a/, such as with the verb /sam/ 'kiss', a problem
arises. Copying the /a/ would produce a sequence of three vowels, including the
[a] of the infix: sa.a.am-, violating constraints on vowel hiatus. The solution is
to copy the initial consonant, as the following Amharic forms reveal. The
syllable still occurs before the penultimate root segment, yet further to the left.
(21)

Amharic
a. Perfective
b. Imperfective
c. Jussive

Regular
sam-«
yö-söm
yö-sam

Frequentative
sasam-«
'kiss'
yö-sasöm
yö-sasöm

The second vowel [ö] in the imperfective and jussive forms is the typical [ö] of
the frequentative: cf. yö-s«babbör (imp.) yö-s«babör (juss.). Similar verbs are
found in Chaha: though typically with a derivational prefix: sam- 'kiss' --> t«s«s«m- 'kiss repeatedly'. With these examples, it is imperative to recognize that
the medial [a] is the penultimate root segment and not simply part of the
vocalic melody. As mentioned above, hollow verbs such as Chaha z&or«- 'turn
around' from root /zwr/ reduplicate as z&«waw«r-, or the Type C verb yö-mwas&
'rub, smear' with frequentative yö-mws&as&, not *yö-mw«mwas&.
In summary, a word-based model that dismisses the root would face
difficulty in accounting for many of the facts of weak or defective stems in the
formation of the frequentative, both in infix placement and in predicting the
quality of the reduplicated consonant. Furthermore, a theory that denies the
existence of the template by reducing it to general prosodic constraints
(Ussishkin 2000a,b) would also face difficulty when dealing with weak roots,
where no consistent prosodic shape can be discerned.

4.

Conclusion
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In this article, I have argued that the relationship between regular verbs and the
frequentative in Ethio-Semitic requires a derivation using word-based infixation
along with superimposition of templatic requirements and reference to the
morphological root. This contrasts with other views of word-based Semitic
morphology such as Bat-El (1994), Ratcliffe (1997, 1998) and Ussishkin (1999,
2000a,b) that reject the root as unnecessary. The addition of the frequentative
infix triggers a templatic shape requirement for stems with four or five
consonants. This overrides many properties of the regular verb stem. In
addition, in South Ethio-Semitic, the frequentative crucially requires reference
to the root to determine location of the infix. The derivation of the frequentative
argues for a theory of Semitic morphology that does not make a clear distinction
between word-based and root-based derivation.

Notes
*

Many thanks to my consultants: Mussie Bakit (Tigre), Hiwet Asmelash,
Beraki Woldeabzghi and Alem Woldemariam (Tigrinya), Farida Towfik
(Harari), Tadesse Sefer and Wolde Fujie (Chaha), Badarga Tadele and
Mekebeb Fikadu (Muher). I am grateful to Joseph Shimron for inviting me to
submit this paper to the volume. I thank him and an anonymous reviewer for
useful discussion and comments on this paper. This project was sponsored by
grants from the UCSD Academic Senate.
1
Ethiopian Semitic or Ethio-Semitic are linguistic designations describing the
branch of Semitic languages spoken in Ethiopia and Eritrea. In the past, this
term was also geographically accurate as the languages were spoken within the
borders of Ethiopia. Today, Tigre is spoken within Eritrea, and Tigrinya is
spoken both in Eritrea and northern Ethiopia.
2
All verbs are given in the 3rd person masculine singular perfective form unless
otherwise specified. ). Like other Semitic languages, inflectional markers for
subject are expressed as suffixes in the perfective (3masc.sg. -« or -a/-a:
depending on the language), whereas inflectional subject affixes in other tenses
are a combination of prefixes and suffixes. These inflectional markers have no
bearing on the form of the frequentative. In Tigrinya, the past tense is usually
rendered by the gerundive form: s«biru and not the perfective s«b«r«. I use the
perfective here to facilitate comparison with other languages.
2
In Tigre, the Type A stem has the shape C«CC- with vowel-initial suffixes, but
C«C«C- with consonant-initial (g«fr-a ‘he whipped’ vs. g«f«r-ko ‘I whipped’),
unless there is a medial guttural consonant. I note the vowel of the 3ms subject
marker in Tigre as [a:]. This vowel triggers the lowering of all preceding [«] to
[a], up to an intervening peripheral vowel. See Palmer (1956), Raz (1983),
Lowenstamm & Prunet (1985), Rose (1996). I do not indicate this lowering in
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this article. The length difference in Tigrinya is controversial (see Buckley 1997
for discussion), but not so for Tigre, where there are distinct minimal pairs.
4
Similar arguments to those presented in this article are discussed in Rose (to
appear) for Tigre.
5
In the sample of languages discussed in this paper, Chaha and Harari do not
have surface gemination in the verb system, although see Banksira (1997) for
assumptions about underlying gemination in Chaha that is neutralized on the
surface.
4
In Chaha, Muher and Harari, the parallel is not found in the
jussive/imperative shape. The regular quadriliteral has the shape C«CCC, with
epenthesis, e.g. m«skör. The frequentative has the shape CCaCC (or CC«CC),
not the expected C«CaCöC: söbabör *s«babör. I hypothesize that the absence of
the initial [«] vowel is due to a general requirement in these languages that the
jussive/imperative be equally or less 'specified' than the imperfective with
respect to gemination and vowel melodies. Typically the two forms differ by
position of an [«] vowel (ex. Harari imp. -s«bir-/ juss. -sib«r- 'break'), by less
vowel specification in the jussive (ex. Chaha imp. -s«Bör- / juss. -söBör- 'break' )
or by gemination in the imperfective and lack of it in the jussive (ex. Muher
imp. -marröx- / juss. maröx- 'capture prisoner'). Note that Amharic requires all
quadriliteral shapes to have [«] between the first two consonants in all forms,
but Chaha, Muher and Harari do not, allowing an epenthetic vowel.
7
I am referring to 'root segments' rather than 'consonants' since in South EthioSemitic languages, roots are not entirely consonantal, but may include the
vowel /a/. See section 3.2.3.
8
It is conceivable that templatic shapes can be derived via alignment constraints
(see Buckley 1997 on Tigrinya, Ussishkin 1999 on Modern Hebrew). I do not
attempt to provide such an analysis here, but underscore that the shapes are
specific not only to the number of consonants, but also the lexical requirements
of the verb. Type B verbs use the same basic templates, but the middle two
consonant slots form a geminate: w«ll«b- (perf.) vs. -w«llöb- (imperf./juss.). Note
that Type A verbs typically distinguish the imperfective and jussive: -C«C(C)öCvs. -CC«C-.
9
I do not explore this idea further in this paper, but there seems to be a
correlation between the ability to create longer reduplicative verbs and the
independent existence of suitable templates in Ethiopian Semitic. See Unseth
(1998) for similar observations.
10
This is a Type B verb with a final glide [y], which does not appear in the 3ms
form: m«tt'-a. In the 1s form, it appears as [e]: m«tt'e-ko, Frequentative:
m«t'a:t'e-ko.
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Two verbs of this shape, s’om-a: 'fast' and mot-a: 'die' reduplicate with a [y]
glide instead of the expected [w] glide: s«ya:y«m-a: 'fast intermittently' not
*s«wa:w«m-a:. This may be attributed to the presence of a labial consonant in
the root, in both cases [m]. While glides usually form a class apart from other
consonants in root structure constraints (Greenberg 1950, McCarthy 1994),
Ussishkin (1999) has found similar restritions on the combination of coronals
and the palatal glide [y] in Modern Hebrew in the derivation of denominal
verbs. It would appear that constraints on [labial] are overtaxed by having three
labial consonants in the frequentative stem, and the [y] consonant is substituted
instead of [w]. However, alternations between [w] and [y] are also found in
Tigrinya with no apparent trigger (Berhane 1991): Àan«w« or Àan«y« ruined'
and in Ammani Arabic (Zaweydeh & Davis 1999a,b): ex. Àawad-a 'return'
corresponds to the name Àayda.
12
The sequence [a-«] is fused to [a], so vocalic «-initial suffixes lose their
initial vowel: ex. /n«sa-«/ --> [n«sa] 'he picked up' or /n«sa-«ma/ --> [n«sama]
'the (fem.pl.) picked up'.
13
An alternate analysis would allow association of the root to a template at an
intermediate level in the derivation of the regular verb, and then allow insertion
of the reduplicative syllable to the template rather than by reference to root
segments. This approach also recognizes a morphological root, but would
require establishing a connection to the regular verb at a more abstract level.
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